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Abstract. Recently several methods for background subtraction from
moving camera were proposed. They use bottom up cues to segment
video frames into foreground and background regions. Due to this lack
of explicit models, they can easily fail to detect a foreground object when
such cues are ambiguous in certain parts of the video. This becomes even
more challenging when videos need to be processed online. We present
a method that enables learning of pixel-based models for foreground
and background regions and, in addition, segments each frame in an
online framework. The method uses long term trajectories along with a
Bayesian �ltering framework to estimate motion and appearance models.
We compare our method to previous approaches and show results on
challenging video sequences.

1 Introduction

One may argue that the ultimate goal of computer vision is to learn and per-
ceive the environment in the same way children learn. Without access to pre-
segmented visual input, infants learn how to segment objects from background
using low level cues. Inspired by this evidence, signi�cant e�ort in the computer
vision community has focused on bottom up segmentation of images and videos.
This has become ever more important with the proliferation of videos captured
by moving cameras.

Our goal is to develop an algorithm for foreground/background segmenta-
tion from freely moving camera in a online framework that is able to deal with
arbitrary long sequences. Traditional video segmentation comes in di�erent �a-
vors depending on the application, but falls short of achieving this goal. In
background subtraction, moving foreground objects are segmented by learning
a model of the background with the assumption of a static scene and cam-
era. Motion segmentation methods attempt to segment sparse point trajectories
based on coherency of motion. However, they lack a model of the appearance
of foreground or background. Video object segmentation attempts to segment
an object of interest from the video with no model of the scene background.
On the other hand, there are several segmentation techniques that attempt to
extend traditional image segmentation to the temporal domain. Such techniques
are typically limited to segmenting a short window of time.

It is frequently the case that low-level cues may be ambiguous if one only
considers a short window of frames. Existing approaches either ignore this prob-
lem or resort to processing the whole video o�ine. O�ine methods can typically
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Fig. 1. Left:(a) Graphical model. Center: (b) Automatic segmentation obtained on
long sequence with fast articulated motion. Our method is able to segment the tennis
ball even when no trajectories exist on it. Right: (c) One sample from the background
pixel based appearance model learned automatically.

produce good results on short sequences but the complexity increases rapidly
as more frames need to be processed. The key to solving this problem is to
recognize that to handle long sequences in an online way one has to learn and
maintain models for the background and foreground regions. Such models serve
the purpose of compactly accumulating the evidence over a large number frames
and are essential for high level vision tasks.

The contribution of this paper is a novel online method that learns appear-
ance and motion models of the scene (background and foreground) and produces
segmentations of video frames. It uses long term point trajectories, and thus is
able to accumulate information over long sequences of frames, while at the same
time performs a constant computation per frame. To achieve this we describe
a method to automatically update a low-dimensional representation of these
trajectories and incrementally update a set of clusters in a novel coordinate
free way. Rather than producing a single segmentation as an output, it uses
Bayesian �ltering to maintain a belief over di�erent labellings, and appearances
of the background and foreground. This enables our approach to recover from
errors. By combining long term sparse trajectories and dense models of motion
and appearance, our method is able to achieve superior results to the state of the
art. We also devised an automatic method to determine foreground background
labeling based on multiple static and dynamic cues.

Our method has several advantages over existing approaches. It processes
frames online and thus can easily handle arbitrary long videos. The use of long
term trajectories allows it to accumulate long term motion information and pre-
vents merging of objects that were known to move di�erently. Unlike a�ne mo-
tion segmentation, we accomplish this without assuming an a�ne camera model,
thus enabling automatic segmentation of articulated and non-rigid motion. Our
approach is able to handle multiple moving objects and maintain motion and
appearance models. Such models enable our approach to learn the appearance
of the foreground and background even if they are partially occluded. For exam-
ple, Fig 1 shows a frame of a tennis sequence and the corresponding background
model learned. Notice, that we are able to detect the tennis ball even when there
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are no trajectories on it. Finally, our appearance models can be used by a higher
level reasoning framework to learn richer models of objects.

2 Related Work

Background Subtraction from Moving Camera Traditionally, background
subtraction methods [24,17,5] attempt to achieve foreground segmentation by
assuming that any motion in the video data is due to moving objects. The success
of these algorithms has led to their ubiquitous use in surveillance systems, where
this assumption is always satis�ed. Due to the assumption of a static camera,
this severely limits their use in videos shot by a moving camera. Several attempts
to relax this assumption have led to methods that compensate for the motion of
the camera [7,14,10]. These methods use a homography or a 2D a�ne transform
to compensate for the motion. This allows them to handle scenes that can be
approximated by a plane or when the camera rotates but does not translate.

Recently, several methods were devised for background subtraction from mov-
ing camera. [15] uses orthographic motion segmentation over a sliding window
to segment a set of trajectories. This is followed by sparse per frame appearance
modeling to densely segment images. The use of orthographic motion segmen-
tation means that motion information outside the sliding window is lost and
the sparse appearance modeling fails to capture object boundaries when appear-
ance information is ambiguous. Due to the dependence on long term trajectories
only, regions with no trajectories may be disregarded as background altogether.
Finally, the method fails if the assumption of orthographic projection is not
satis�ed. In [9], a method is proposed that maintains block based appearance
models in a Bayesian framework. To update the appearance models, the method
iterates between estimating the motion of the blocks and inferring the labels of
the pixels. Once converged, the appearance models are used as priors for the next
frame and the process continues. Due to the iterative nature of the approach, the
method is susceptible to reach a local minimum. Although motion information
between successive frames is estimated, it is only used to estimate the labels
in the current frame and does not carry on to future frames. In contrast, we
maintain motion information via long term trajectory and maintain a belief over
di�erent labellings in a Bayesian �ltering framework.
Motion Segmentation Motion segmentation techniques relies on motion cues
to segment the images [20]. They can roughly be divided into two groups; one
that relies on sparse point trajectories and those that performs dense segmenta-
tions. Multi-body factorization [4,8] uses sparse point trajectories and the a�ne
camera model to segment the trajectories belonging to multiple rigid objects.
However, they su�er from major drawbacks. First, they assume that all trajec-
tories are visible over all frames which severely limits their application to short
video sequences. A few recent methods [13,6] have tried to overcome this limi-
tation by assuming that only some trajectories span the whole sequence, but as
the problem is inherent to factorization this can be successful only to a certain
degree. Second, they assume that the objects are rigid, which limits their applica-
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bility. Finally, they produce a sparse segmentation and therefore requires further
post-processing to segment the image. [3,11] computes distances de�ned over long
term trajectories followed by spectral clustering to group trajectories by object.
This is followed by applying a hierarchical variational approach to segment re-
gions belonging to di�erent objects. Though the method does not rely on having
trajectories span the entire sequence, their approach is not online. In compari-
son, our method incrementally tracks and segment the foreground while learning
models of their appearance and motion. Dense motion segmentation methods [16]
use optical �ow and normalized graph cut to segment a graph formed from the
video. Layered motion segmentation methods [22,19,25,12] segment videos into
segments with consistent motion based on some notion of consistency.

3 Overview

We begin by introducing some notation. Our Bayesian �ltering framework is
represented by the graphical model in Fig 1(a). At time t our state consists of a
tuple st = (At,Mt, Lt). At = {Ab,t, Af,t} represents the appearance models of
the background and foreground respectively. Similarly, Mt = {Mb,t,Mf,t} are
the motion models for the background and foreground. Finally, Lt = {lit : lit =
{b, f}, i = 1 . . . N} where N is the number of pixels, is a pixel wise labeling of
the image pixels at time t. For convenience, let φ(i) = (x, y) be the function that
transforms pixel indeces to coordinates.

We adopt a camera centric representation for both the appearance and mo-
tion models. Let k = {b, f} denote which layer the variable belongs to. Let
aik,t denote a random variable representing the appearance of the ith pixel of

layer k at time t. Let mi
k,t = [uik,t v

i
k,t]

T denote a random variable representing

the reverse motion of pixel i of the kth layer between frames t and t − 1. By
grouping these random variables by layer we get Ak,t = {aik,t : i = 1 . . . N} and
Mk,t = {mi

k,t : i = 1 . . . N}.
We have two sources of observations, frames It and sparse labeled motion

vectors Pt. Let I
i
t denote the color of the ith pixel. The labeled sparse motion

vectors at frame t is a set Pt = {pj,t : j = 1 . . .M} of tuples pj,t = (qj,t, wj,t, lj,t),
where q is the pixel location, wj,t = [u v]T denotes the motion vector and lpj,t =
{f, b} denotes its layer.

In our model, foreground and background are represented as two layers of
pixels. Each layer moves according to the motion vectors in the corresponding
motion model. To generate a frame, pixels from the background and foreground
are selectively selected based on the labels. Formally, the dynamics of the system
can be described by the following equations.

Lt = Ω(Mf,t, Lt−1), At = g(At−1,Mt), (1)

Ωi(Mf,t, Lt−1) = l
j(i,f)
t−1 , gik(Ak,t−1,Mk,t) = a

j(i,k)
k,t−1, (2)

where j(i, k) = φ−1(φ(i)+mi
k,t), i = 1 . . . N . The function Ω = [Ωi], i = 1, . . . , N

takes as input the labels at time t− 1 and motion model of the foreground and
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produces the labels at time t. Simply put, the label of ith pixels at time t is
the same as the label of a pixel j(i, f) which is mi

f,t pixels away in the previous

frame. Similarly the function g = [gik], i = 1 . . . N , k = {f, b} takes as input
the motion model of each layer and moves the appearance models accordingly.
Together, these functions describe a process by which the new appearances of
the foreground and background are generated given the motion of each pixel of
each layer. The observation model can be similarly described by

It = h(At, Lt), Pt = z(Mt), (3)

hi(At, Lt) = aik,t + εI , k = lit, εI ∼ N (0, ΣI)

zj(Mt) = (j,mj
k + εP , k) for j ∈ 1 . . . N, εP ∼ N (0, ΣP )

The function h = [hi], i = 1 . . . N describes how the image is generated given the
appearance models and the labels. If the label of pixel i is f , then the observed
appearance is the same as the appearance of pixel i in the foreground model
aif,t plus some white noise with covariance ΣI and vice versa. The function z =
[zj ], j = 1 . . . N describes how labeled sparse motion vectors Pt are generated
given the motion model. The observed sparse motion vector is simply the pixel
index, the motion vector from the corresponding motion model with an added
white noise with covariance ΣP , and the label of the vector. Without loss of
generality, we observe Pt for a subset of pixels only. Since our Bayesian �ltering
framework assumes that the observation Pt is available, we describe later how
to compute a sparse set of motion trajectories and their associated labels.

Our algorithm can be summarized in the following steps. Using the �rst few
frames in the video sequence we perform initialization (Subsection 7). For each
consecutive frame afterwards, we maintain a low-dimensional representation of
the sparse trajectories and cluster them (Section 4). Next, we use multiple cues
to label each cluster as foreground or background, and thus obtain Pt (Section
5). From the clustered sparse trajectories, the motion models Mt are inferred.
Finally, compute the updated appearance models At and labels Lt given the
frame It, the previous frame appearance models At−1, labels Lt−1, and the
inferred motion modelMt (Section 6).

4 Long-Term Trajectory Modeling

We model each trajectory up to time t as a single point in a low dimensional
embedding space. The coordinate of each trajectory in this space is continuously
updated. Trajectories belonging to the background are expected to lie on a low-
dimensional manifold (background manifold) while trajectories belonging to the
foreground objects lie on separate manifolds. This arises due to the similarity in
spatial location and motion between neighboring trajectories. Fig 2. shows a set
of trajectories in the image space and their corresponding manifolds in the em-
bedding space. In the embedding space we model each trajectory manifold using
a Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM), where each patch of the manifold is modeled
with a multivariate Gaussian. This representation is continuously updated in a
coordinate free manner.
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Fig. 2. Trajectories in the image and their corresponding embedding coordinates. Each cluster is

marked with a di�erent color. Black dots are short trajectories not yet added to the embedding. The

foreground cluster is marked with two red concentric circles around its trajectories. (Best viewed in

color).

Given two trajectories, similar to [3], we de�ne two distance metrics dM (TA, TB)
and dS(TA, TB) representing the di�erence in motion and spatial location respec-
tively

dM (TA, TB) = maxt∈(A∩B)d
M
t−∆:t(TA, TB), dS(TA, TB) = maxt∈(A∩B)d

S
t (TA, TB),

(4)

where dMt−∆:t(TA, TB) = (ut−∆:t
A −ut−∆:t

B )2+(vt−∆:t
A −vt−∆:t

B )2, and dSt (TA, TB) =‖ qtA−
qtB ‖. ut−∆:t, and vt−∆:t denotes the motion vector between frames t−∆ and t in the
x and y directions respectively1. Note that both metrics can be computed incre-
mentally as follows d1:t(TA, TB) = max(d1:t−1 (TA, TB), dt(TA, TB)). From the n
trajectories, we de�ne the two distance matrices DM = [Dij = dM1:t(Ti, Tj)],and
DS = [Dij = dS1:t(Ti, Tj)] of all pairwise distances. It follows that we can com-
pute D1:t incrementally from D1:t−1 and ∆D, where ∆D = Dt−1:t. We then
form matrix W of a�nities as

W1:t = exp(−DM
1:t/λ

2
M ) · exp(−DS

1:t/λ
2
S). (5)

Given the a�nity matrix, a lower dimensional representation is computed
using Laplacian Eigenmaps [1]. Let D be the n× n matrix with elements Dii =∑
jWij . Laplacian eigenmaps is obtained by an eigen decomposition of the nor-

malized Laplacian ΓTΛΓ = D
−1
2 (D −W)D

−1
2 and keeping the eigenvectors

v0, . . . , vm corresponding to the m + 1 smallest eigenvalues and then ignoring
v0. The eigenvectors then de�nes the coordinates of the trajectories in a lower
dimensional space.

This representation of the trajectories has two advantages. First, the distance
of non-overlapping trajectories can be measured in the embedding space. Second,
if part of an object goes out of view, its trajectories in the embedding space
remain valid and can be used to enforce the existence of a cluster at that location.

For the �rst frame, each trajectory is assigned a cluster number by �tting a
GMM of R components. In subsequent frames, after computing the new embed-

1 In our experiments we set ∆ = 4.
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ding coordinates, we associate trajectories extending from the previous frame
with their old cluster assignment. Given this assignment, the parameters of a
new GMM model can be estimated and optimized by running a few iterations
of the EM algorithm on the whole set of trajectories. The intuition is that as
the distance matrix is updated and the new embedding computed, the spatial
relationship of trajectories in the embedding will not change abruptly. Due to
the incremental nature of the algorithm, the good initialization prevents the al-
gorithm from being stuck in a local minima. The result of this step is a set of
trajectories with their associated cluster labels.

As the embedding space is updated, the number of clusters may also need
to be updated. This happens when an object enters or exits the �eld of view.
During the EM iterations if a cluster ends up with zero trajectories, we simply
remove the cluster and decrease the number of clusters by 1. To handle increasing
the number of clusters, the probability of each trajectory is computed given the
GMM parameters. If the number of trajectories with low probability is more
than a threshold, we assign these trajectories to a new cluster and perform EM
until convergence.

5 Figure/Ground Labeling

A cluster obtained from the previous step represents a part of an object or a
part of the background. In this step we proceed by labeling these clusters either
foreground or background and thus achieving �gure/ground separation.

The problem of �gure/ground separation is well studied in psychology of vi-
sion. In the case of a single image, the de�nition of �gure/ground can be quite am-
biguous. Among the most important factors psychologist studies pointed out to
determine �gure/ground are: Surroundedness, Size , Orientation, Contrast, Sym-
metry, Convexity, and Parallelism of the contour. Dynamic �gure/ground pro-
cessing seems to be far less ambiguous compared to single image �gure/ground
processing. The proposed approach uses motion grouping based on trajectory
analysis (common fate), compactness, surroundedness, and spatial closeness. By
combining multiple cues, the approach is much more robust than previous ap-
proaches which typically assumes that background is the cluster with largest
number of trajectories.

Formally, an energy function is de�ned over labellings L = {l1, . . . lR}, where
li ∈ {0, 1} (0≡foreground, 1≡background) is the label given for each cluster. The
energy function encapsulates the evidence from multiple cues.

El(L) = αC
∑
i

φC(li) + αA
∑
(i,j)

φA(li, lj) + αB
∑
(i,j)

φB(li, lj) + αSφS(L)

The �rst term of the energy function φC(li) = (1− li) ·(max( var(x)var(y) ,
var(y)
var(x) )−1.5)

is a unary potential that measures the compactness of each cluster in the spatial
domain. Foreground objects are more likely to be elongated in the horizontal
or vertical direction while background clusters are more spread. The remaining
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pairwise potentials are only de�ned for clusters with trajectories that are spa-
tially close in the frame. We de�ne a pairwise potential φA(li, lj) = −liljξA�ne+
(li(1−lj)+lj(1−li))ξA�ne which encourages a�ne motion compatibility between
two clusters with background labels and discourages compatibility between fore-
ground and background clusters. The a�nity term ξA�ne = exp(−var(A�Err)) is
computed by estimating an a�ne subspace out of the trajectories in both clusters
and then measuring the variance of the error A�Err in projecting these trajecto-
ries on the subspace. For this computation we only use trajectories over a small
window of frames. φB(li, lj) = −liljξEmbed+(li(1−lj)+lj(1−li))ξEmbed tests for
the existence of a clear boundary in the embedding space by penalizing distant
clusters labeled as background, and close foreground and background clusters.
The a�nity ξEmbed is de�ned as exp(−min∀xi,xj

‖xi − xj‖), where xi is an em-
bedding coordinate of a trajectory in cluster i and xj is an embedding coordinate
of a trajectory in cluster j. Finally, φS(L) computes a measure surroundedness
of the foreground. Let F, and B denote the set of points belonging to the fore-

ground and background clusters respectively. Then φS(L) = 1− |F∈ConvexHull(B)|
|F | .

αC , αA, αB , αS are coe�cients the determine the relative importance of each
term. Since the number of clusters is typically small < 10, the optimal assign-
ment for the labeling can be found by evaluating all possible assignments and
�nding the minimum.

6 Motion Estimation and Bayesian Filtering

Motion Estimation

Given the sparse trajectories, we estimate the motion model for each layer by the
marginal posterior probability p(mi

k,t|pj,t : j = 1 . . .M, lj,t = k). However, not all
pixels in a layer are associated with a trajectory and, without any assumption,
inferring the motion is therefore an ill-posed problem. In reality however, back-
ground objects are rigid and foreground objects are articulated. This implies the
motion of nearby pixels to be smooth.

For each layer, we construct a pairwise MRF with a set of vertices V =
{mj

k,t : j = 1, . . . , N}. The set of edges E = {(i, j) : j ∈ N (i)} represents
pairwise neighborhood relationships on a grid structure de�ned over the image.
The joint posterior probability with respect to Mk,t is given by

p(Mk,t|Pt) ∝
∏

(i,j)∈E

Φ(mi
k,t,m

j
k,t)

∏
i∈{qj,t:j=1...M}

Ψ(mi
k,t, Pj,t), (6)

where

Φ(mi
k,t,m

j
k,t) = N (mi

k,t −mj
k,t|0, Σm), Ψ(mi

k,t, Pj,t) = N (mi
k,t|wj,t, Σp) (7)

Σm, Σp are two bandwidth matrix that represent the strength of the relation-
ship between neighboring pixels and covariance of the observed motion vec-
tors respectively. Since both unary and pairwise potentials are gaussians, this
is an instance of Gaussian Belief Propagation (GaBP)[23]. It follows that the

joint distribution can be written as p(Mk,t|Pt) ∝ e−
1
2m

TVm+mT b, where m =
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[m1
u,m

1
v . . . , m

N
u ,m

N
v ] is the vector of random variables and V, b are the in-

verse covariance matrix and shift vector respectively. It is straightforward to
write down V, b from (7). The marginal posterior probability p(mi

k,t|Pt) =

N (µik,t, Σ
i
k,t) for i = 1 . . . N , k = {b, f} can be obtained in closed form as

µik,t = {V −1b}i, Σi
k,t = {V −1}ii.

Bayesian Filtering

Our ultimate goal is to estimate Lt given all observations. This can be accom-
plished by Bayesian �ltering. In the �rst step we predict the appearance models
and labels given the motion models. In the second step we update the prediction
using the most recent observation. For brevity we will drop the dependence on
past observations for the remainder of this section.
Prediction We �rst predict the appearance model given the motion models.
Since our model satis�es the Markov assumption, only the marginal appear-
ance model from the previous time step is needed. The prediction step for the
appearance models can be expressed as

p(aik,t|Pt) =
N∑
j=1

[
∑

mi
k,t∈N2

p(aik,t|mi
k,t, a

j
k,t−1)p(m

i
k,t|Pt)] p(a

j
k,t−1) (8)

where (8)2 is derived from marginalizing over the motion model. From (1),(2) we

can derive p(aik,t|mi
k,t, a

j
k,t−1) = δ(a

j(i,k)
k,t−1 − aik,t), where j(i,mi

k,t) = φ−1(φ(i) +

mi
k,t). Equation (8) thus becomes

p(aik,t|Pt) =
∑

mi
k,t
∈N2

p(mi
k,t|Pt)p(a

j(i,mi
k,t)

k,t−1 ), (9)

The summation in equation (9) will lead to an exponential increase in the num-
ber of samples needed to represent the appearance. Thus by approximating
p(mi

k,t|Pt) = N (µik,t, Σ
i
k,t) with p(m

i
k,t|Pt) = δ(µik,t −mi

k,t) in (9) we can avoid

this problem and obtain p(aik,t|Pt) ≈ p(a
j(i,µi

k,t)

k,t−1 ). Therefore, we use nonpara-
metric density estimation to represent the probability density of the appearance
models. Speci�cally, for each layer, the density of each pixel is represented by
a set of NKDE color samples in rgs3 color space. At any instance, if the color
samples for a pixel will exceed NKDE , we discard the oldest color sample. The
bandwidth of the KDE is chosen adaptively using the method in [5].

To predict the labels we similarly have

p(lit = f |Pt) =
∑

mi
f,t
∈N2

p(mi
f,t|Pt)p(l

j(i,mi
f,t)

t−1 = f). (10)

This summation is evaluated exactly and takes into account the uncertainty in
the motion vectors.

2 Strictly speaking the summation in (8),(9), and (10) contains also an integration
over the pixel areas which is neglected here for brevity.

3 rgs can be computed from RGB by s = R+G+B,r=R/s ,g=G/s
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Update In this step the new observation is incorporated by updating the marginal
priors of the appearance model and labels. It turns out that if we want to avoid
maintaining a joint belief space of labels and appearance models, updating both
the appearance and labels is a chicken and egg problem. Given the label at a
pixel one can easily update the corresponding appearance model. On the other
hand, if the appearance of a pixel is known, marginal posterior probability of
the labels can be computed easily.

We address this by taking the former approach. Given the predicted label
prior and appearance models a MAP estimate of the labels is inferred. Next the
inferred labels are used to update the corresponding appearance model. In prac-
tice we have found that this approach yields excellent results while avoiding the
complexity of maintaining a joint belief space. Note that the marginal posterior
over the labels is maintained for the next prediction stage.

p(lit = k|Iit , Pt) ∝ p(Iit |lit = k)p(lit|Pt) =
ˆ
ai
k

p(Iit |lit, aik,t)p(aik,t|Pt) daik,t p(lit|Pt) (11)

Since we previously approximated the posterior probability of motion model
(by discarding the uncertainty) in the prediction of the appearance model, the
correct appearance can be anywhere in a neighborhood around the current pixel.
We therefore replace p(Iit |lit = k) in (11) with

∑
j p(I

i
t |l
j
t ) ·N (φ(j)−φ(i)|0, Σi

k,t),

where Σi
k,tis the uncertainty in the motion model at pixel i.

A pairwise MRF, de�ned over a grid structure over the pixels, is used to
enforce smoothness on the labels

p(Lt|It) ∝
∏

(i,j)∈E

Φ(lit, l
j
t )

∏
i

Ψ(lit),

where Φ(lit, l
j
t ) = N (Iit−I

j
t |0, Σl)(lilj+(1−li)(1−lj)) and Ψ(lit) = li·p(lit|Iit , Pt)+

(1− li)(1−p(lit|Iit , Pt)). Σl is a bandwidth matrix that represents the strength of
the relationship between neighboring pixels. The globally optimal solution liMAP

can be found e�ciently via graph cuts[2].

Finally, updating the corresponding appearance model is done by simply
adding the observed frame pixel color Iit to the set of samples of the correspond-
ing pixel in layer liMAP .

7 Continuous Initialization

In the �rst few frames, the appearance models of some pixels will not have
the minimum number of samples needed to compute the appearance likelihood.
Therefore, a method must be devised to initialize the appearance models of
these pixels. From the incremental trajectory clustering we obtain a set of sparse
labels ljs at a subset of the pixels j ∈ S. To propagate these labels we construct
a pairwise MRF with a set of vertices V = {lit : i = 1, . . . , N}. The set of
edges E = {(i, j) : j ∈ N (i)} represents a grid structure de�ned over pixel
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neighborhood in the image. The joint posterior probability with respect to Lt is
given by

p(Lt|It) ∝
∏

(i,j)∈E

Φ(lit, l
j
t )

∏
i∈S

Ψ(lit, l
i
s), (12)

where Φ(lit, l
j
t ) = (li(1 − lj) + (1 − li)lj) · N (Iit − Ijt |0, Σl) and Ψ(lit, l

i
s) =

(lilis + (1 − li)(1 − lis)) , Σl is a bandwidth matrix that represents the strength
of the relation ship between neighboring pixels. The MAP estimate can be com-
puted e�ciently by Graph Cut [2]. This labeling de�nes a segmentation of the
image into foreground and background pixels. For each pixel which does not
have the minimum number of KDE samples, depending on the inferred label li

of each pixel, the color Ii of the pixel is added to the foreground or background
appearance model.

8 Experiments

Feature Tracking

We use LDOF [18] to track dense feature points over pairs of frames. New trajec-
tories are automatically incorporated up to a maximum number of trajectories
per frame T fmax. In addition, the total number of trajectories maintained is set to
not exceed Tmemory

max after which we drop trajectories with the oldest ending frame
number. Note that at any instant of time we do not store the full trajectories
but rather maintain a low dimensional representation.
Results

We evaluate our algorithm qualitatively and quantitatively on �ve challenging
sequences4. Our results are compared to state-of-the-art algorithms that use
dense point trajectories [15], and belief propagation and Bayesian �ltering [9]5.
We also compare the results of our approach with and without the label prior.
Parameter settings for all experiments are provided in the appendix.

The �rst three videos - cars1, people1 and people2 - comes from the Hopkins
155 dataset [21]. Manually annotated ground truth for a subset of frames, around
one every 10 frames, is provided by Brox et al [3]. A characteristic of these
sequences is that they are short and the objects are always on motion. These
sequences are used as a benchmark to compare with other approaches.

Table 1. shows quantitative comparison on the �rst three benchmark se-
quences6. The row labeled ours-1 is our approach with the label prior, while
ours-2 is our approach without the label prior. Without the label prior we do
not rely on the predicted labels in inferring the new labels. We compare our
methods to [15] and [9]. On cars1, people2 our approach ranks 1st in F1-score
while in people1 we rank a close second. The reason our approach performs
worser on the people1 sequence is that with at most 2000 trajectories there are

4 Project page: http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~elqursh/projects/bsmc/
5 We have requested the code and results from the authors but we did not receive a
response, results for their approach are reported verbatim from the paper.

6 Let TP, FP, and FN denote true positives, false positives, and false negatives. Then
Prec = TP/(TP +FP ), Rec = TP/(TP +FN), F1 = 2 · (Prec ·Rec)/(Prec+Rec).
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no trajectories from the hips downwards and thus the motion of the legs is not
captured by the trajectories. As can be seen from the �rst row of Fig. 3, after
initialization the foreground appearance model captures the top portion and it
takes a few more frames for it to recover from this error. Figs 3 shows qualitative
results on these sequences.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on long sequences
with fast motion, two other sequences are used - tennis and drive. The tennis
sequence is 466 frames long and also comes with ground truth from [3]. The
tennis player pauses at times to wait for the ball, while at others moves fast
to intercept it. Due to the fast motion and homogeneous ground color not all
objects have trajectory points as seen in Fig.1(b). Finally, the drive sequence
is 456 frames and was manually annotated with ground truth. This sequence
is challenging since cars keep entering and exiting the �eld of view at di�erent
points in the video and due to the forward motion. Figs. 3, 4 shows qualitative
results on the tennis and drive sequences. Thanks to the accurate background
model, our method is able to capture the cars on the other side of the road Fig.
4. More results are are available in the supplemental materials.

Table 1. Performance comparisons with other methods

cars1 people1 people2 tennis drive

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

Ours-1 0.84 0.99 0.91 0.94 0.85 0.89 0.69 0.88 0.77 0.86 0.92 0.89 0.55 0.96 0.70

Ours-2 0.85 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.88 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.81 0.85 0.60 0.67 0.63

[15] 0.63 0.99 0.77 0.78 0.63 0.70 0.73 0.83 0.78 0.27 0.83 0.40 0.02 0.66 0.04

[9] 0.92 0.84 0.88 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.85 0.89 0.86 - - - - - -

9 Conclusion

We introduced a method that accurately models appearance and motion to
achieve robust moving camera background subtraction. Unlike previous approaches,
it merges the best of both worlds, long term trajectories to accurately model long
term motion dependencies and a Bayesian �ltering framework to reason about
pixel level appearance models for foreground and background regions. This is
achieved in a online framework without sacri�cing the accuracy and with a con-
stant processing time per frame. The output is not only the �nal segmentation
per frame but in addition the pixel based background and foreground model.
Such models, we believe, are essential for high level reasoning. We evaluated the
approach on benchmark sequences as well as on two challenging sequences and
demonstrated that the method produces superior results.

10 Appendix: Parameter settings

� A�nity matrix computation λM = 40, λS = 100.
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Fig. 3. Results on the cars1, people1, people2, and tennis sequences using our method
(First row), our method without label prior (Second row), using [15](Third row). For
visualization purposes, background regions are darkened while foreground regions main-
tain their colors. (Best viewed in color).

Fig. 4. Results for drive 1 sequence using our method (First row) and [15](Second row).
[15] fails on this sequence since it highly deviates from the orthographic projection
assumption. Our approach successfully segments the new car as soon as it enters the
�elds of view at frame 76. Notice also, how cars approaching in the opposite direction
are successfully segmented.
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� Intial number of clusters R = 5.
� Figure/Ground Labelling αC = 1, αA = 1, αB = 1, αS = 1.
� Motion EstimationΣm = 0.52I2×2, Σp = I2×2.

� Bayesian �ltering NKDE = 10, Σl =
10

255

1
1
255


� Intialization Σl =

10

255

1
1
255


� Trajectory limits T fmax = 2000, Tmemorymax = 2000.
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